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PREFACE

This worki-ng note was prepared for the Office of Policy Develop-

ment and Research, U.S. Department of Housi-ng and Urban Development

(HUD). It analyzes a measure of houslng market condition that, in
cross-sectional analyses, is superior to the traditional measure,

vacancy rate.
The note uses data from the Current Population Survey, the Quar-

terly Household Survey, and the Annual Housing Survey, all conducted

by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, to draw conclusions about national
housing market conditions. It uses data from the baseline surveys of

the llousing Assistance Supply Experiment, conducted by The Rand Cor-

poration under contract to HUD, to contrast the market conditions in
the experimentrs two sites: Bror"rn County, Wisconsin, and St. Joseph

County, Indiana.
I(evin I'lcCarthy helped estimate turnover rates. Ira S . Lowry and

John Mulford reviewed the entire draft, improving both subst.ance and

presentation. Christine D'Arp. edited the text. Judy Arreola and

Barbara hlilson typed the draft, and Robin Boynton and Joan Pederson

typed the final copy.

Unless otherwlse indicated, Working Notes are intended only to transmit preliminary results to a Rand sponsor.
Unlike Rand Reports, they are not suiiect to standard Rand peor-revicrv and editorial proccsec. Views or bonclu-
sions expressed- herein may be tenta-tivei. t-h9-y do -not -necessarily represent the opinions of Rand or tfie sponsor-
ing aSency. Working Notes may not be distributed without the approval of the sponsoring agency.



SUMI.,IARY

The traditional measure of housing market condition is the va-

cancy rate. This working note proposes another measure: the annual

average duration of a housing vacancy. The two measures are related

by che turnover rate. If the turnover rate i-s stable, as in most

longitudinal analyses of a given housing market, vacancy rate and va-

cancy duration are equally satisfactory measures of housing market

condition. If the turnover rate varies, however, as it does in cross-

sectional analyses of dlfferent markets and submarkets, the vacancy

rate and vacancy duration differ, and empirical evidence shows that
vacancy duration is the beEEer measure.

To evaluate the performance of vacancy rate and vacancy duration,

we use the market value of a unit of housLng capital as an operational

definition of market condition: The higher the market value, the

tighter the market. Data from the Housing Assistance Supply Experlment

(HASE) show that average vacancy duration is a better predictor of

market value than vacancy rate.
The note shows that the annual average vacancy rate is the pro-

duct of annual turnover raEe and annual average vacancy duration. Ap-

parently, turnover rate is a demographic characteristic of demand only,
telling nothing about the relationship of demand to supply; average

vacancy duration is the component that measures market condition.
Ln 1975, the national average vacancy duration was 6.3 weeks for

owner units and 6.1 weeks for renter units, while the vacancy rate
was 1.2 percent for or^7ner units and 6.0 percent for renter units. The

vacancy durat.ion measure shows that average conditions in Ehe Ewo

markets u/ere essent-ially the same in 1975. If we had used the vacancy

rate measure, we would have concluded that the owner markets were far
tigl-rter than the renter markets, when the real cause of different
\/ilc:rncy rafes was the difference in annual turnover rate: 9.9 per 100

()wrler uni- t s and 5l . 2 per 100 rental unit s .

Applying the vacancy duration measure to the HASE siEes shows

lltitt' ntirrket corrditions varied greatly by location (central South Bend,

the rcst of SC. Joseph County, and Brown County) but only slightly by
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type of housing (ovmer, single-unit rental, and murtiunit rental).
st. Joseph county had a loose housing market (L2.7 weeks average

vacancy duration in central South Bend and 8.8 weeks in the rest of
SE. Joseph County), and Brown CounEy had a tight market (4.2 weeks

average vacancy durati-on). The large difference, bracketing the na-
tional average vacancy duration of. 6.2 weeks, shows that the experi-
mental sites are good places to test Ehe effects of market conditions
on the housing allowance program.

One way of estimating average vacancy durati-on is to decompose

the vacancy rate into turnover rate and vacancy duration: Divide ghs

vacancy rate by the turnover rate. Neither the numerator nor the

denominator i-s without esEimation problems, however, so alEernatj-ve
methods of estimating average vacancy duration would be useful.

In pri-nciple, surveys of housi-ng vacancies that ask "How long

has this vacancy existed?" could provide a more direct method of esti-
mating average vacancy duration. However, the answer to that ques-

tion is not the complete duration of a vacancy but its duration up to
the time of the survey (interrupted duratlon), Obviously, Ehe aver-

age lnterrupted vacancy duration is not necessarily the same as the

average complete vacancy duration. Not so obviously, the refationship
between the Ewo averages depends on the variance of the distribution
of compleEe vacancy durations. The latter fact makes the supposedly

more direct way of measuring average vacancy duration surprisingly
indirect.

Information on variation in vacancy durations sheds considerable

light on the nature of housing submarkets. That variation is high

enough to prove that submarkets exist and that market conditions
varied substanEially across U.S. submarkets in 1975. The vari-ation
is far greater than can be explained by the variation of average va-
cancy durat.ion among four regions and two Eypes of housing. This

note does not identify the submarkets, but it does show that they

exist and are important.

a
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I. INTRODUCTION

The traditional measure of housing market condition is the va-

cancy rate, the fraction of housing units that are vacant on an aver-

age day. A recent newsletter provides an example: "nati-ona1 data

on vacancy rates continue to indicate a significant degree of tight-
ness in the multi-family rental market lrith the rental vacancy rate
nationally at only 5.4 percent in the ttrird quarter of Ehe year...."*
New York Cityrs rent-control 1aw provides another example. Since

1964 that law has been contingent on the city councilrs determination

that a public emergency exists. A vacancy rate of less than 5 per-
cent is the criterion for such an emergency. (In 1965 the vacancy

rate for New York City's rent-controlled units was 3.2 percent.)oo

This working note proposes another measure of housing market condi-

ti-on: the annual average duration of a housing vacan.y.ooo It shows

that annual average vacancy duration equals the vacancy rate divided
by the annual turnover rate (see Sec. II). In other words, annual

average vacancy duration is the vacancy rate normalized by the annual

turnover rate.
If the turnover rate is stable, as in most longitudinal analyses

of a given housing market, vacancy rate and vacancy duration are

equivalent measures of housing market condition. However, if the

turnover rate varies, as it does in cross-sectional analyses of

Llai;rLomtc Br'Lefs, Federal llome Loan Bank Board, Washington, D.C.
November 1977, p. 4.

Michael I]. Teitz, Rental Houstrq in Neu lork City: Rent Con-
trttL, The New York City-Rand Institute and McKinsey & Co., RM-6316-1-
NYC, I'hry 1970, pp. 2-3.

We use the tsureau of the Censusts definition of a vacancy, an
unoccul>ied unit that is available for sale or rent. Accordingly, Vd-
cancy duration starts when a unit becomes vacant (either because an
occupant moves out. of an existing unit, or because the unit enters the
market) and ends when it ceases to be for sale or rent (either because
someone buys or rents the unit or because it is removed from the
market).
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dif f erent markets and submarkets, average vacancy durirtitln i.s ir dif -
ferent measure of market condition.

To illustrate how the two measures can differ, let us reLurn to

the newsletterrs statement that a 5.4 percent vacancy rate indicates
a "significant degree of tightness," and to the threshold vitr:an(:y rate
of 5 percent for determining a housing emergency in New York City.
The apparent agreement on what constitutes a tight housing nrirrkeL

vanishes when we add the facts that the naEional average Lurn()verr

rate for multifamily rental housing j-s about 60 turnovers per 100

housing uniEs per year, while the turnover rate for New York City 
*

rent-controlled housing is about 20 turnovers per 100 units per year.

Normalizing by the different turnover rates, the newsletter's 5.4

percent vacancy rate becomes an average vacancy duration of 4.7 weeks,

and Ehe rent-control lawrs 5 percent rate, a duratj-on of 13.0 weeks.

Therefore, from the viewpoint of vacancy duration, the newsleEter and

the rent control law have very different conceptions of a tight hous-

ing market. Perhaps the rent-control benchmark was established

using national averages withouE taking account of the differing turn-
over rates.

To choose between the competing measures we need a sharp defini-
cion of market condition. Intuitively, a tight market has excess

demand and a loose market has excess supply. Market Eheory tells us

that excess demand increases sales price and excess supply lowers

sales price. Accordingly, we use the operational definition that
one market is tighter than another if and only if equivalent housing

has a higher market value in the first market than in the second. By

equivalent housing we mean that both internal characteristics (e.9.,

See Tables 2.1 and 3.1 for average turnover rates of rental
housing. See Teitz, Rental HousirLg in Neu lork City: Rent Control,
pp. 38-39, for the turnover rates in New York City rent-controlled
housing. In 1965, 16 percent of the occupants of rent-controlled
units moved at least once during the year. Allowing for multiple
moves, the esEimated turnover rate was 20 per 100 units.

For the newsletter, (5.4160) = .09 years average vacancy dura-
tion, or 4.7 weeks. For New York City, (5.Ol2O) = .25 years ilverage
vacancy duration, or 13.0 weeks.
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unit size and age) and external characteristics (e.9., lot size and

neighborhood amenities) are the same.

That definition adequately incorporates the intuitive idea of

market tightness. To the extent possible, owners will move housing

capital from loose markets to tight markeEs to increase the market

value of the capital. In the short run, of course, housing supply

is immobile. The inability of supply Eo adjust as fast as demand

can change is what causes housing market conditions Eo vary. In the

long run, however, by not replacing deteriorated or accidentally de-

stroyed lrousing in loose markets and by building new housing in tight
markets, owners will shift housing capital.

Although we expect housing capital to shift from loose to tighE

markets, Ehe converse is not necessarily true. The market with the

larger net i-ncrease in housing stock is not necessarily the tighter
market, because two markets can have different trends in aggregate

demand. Assume that one market's supply is increasing to accommodate

slowly increasing demand, and another marketts supply is decreasing

to accommodate slowly decreasing demand. Provided the demand changes

are slow enough, the market conditions could be the same even though

the net changes in housing stock are dlfferent.
In other words, the neutral benchmark for market condition can

be either a static or a dynamic market equilibrium. Only under a

static equilibrium (supply adjusted Eo a flxed aggregate demand func-
tion) will the net change j-n housing stock be zero. A dynamic equili-
brium occurs when the aggregate demand function is changing but changing

s1ow1y enough that normal removals or feasible rates of new construc-
tion enable supply to stay adjusted to demand.

If the housing market is in static or dynamic equilibrium, the

market value of housing equals its replacement cost (construction of
improveniernts plus purchase of land at a price that capitalizes neigh-
l>orlrooci ;rmenities). In a loose market, housing value is less than

replat:r.nrtnt cost, sLimulaEing supply to shrink to the equilibrium
levc. I (or tirne pattr). I.n a tight market, market value is greater
than r:e'placement cost, stimulating supply to increase to the equili-
brium level.
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Neither vacancy rate nor vacancy duration can possibly meirsurer

market condition perfectly, because those indicators only re:flect
Ehe current relationship of supply to demand. To tilke an e'xtreme

example, suppose two markets currently have the same vacancy rates
and average vacancy durations, but it is known that in one murket thtr

aggregate demand function will hold steady while in the otherr out-
migration wi.l1 cut it in half within a year. C1early, market values

of equivalent units will be lower in the second market than in the

first, i-n spite of the idenEj-ca1 currenE vacancy rates and vacancy

durations.
However, rapid shifts in housing demand are not usually foresee-

able. I{ost participants in the market probably take t}rej-r cues from

current experience. If so, the current relati-onship between supply

and demand is sufficient to measure housing market condition, so the

vacancy rate and the average vacancy duration become credible mea-

sures. The question is, trrlhich one is better?
Evidence from the Housing Assistance Supply Experiment suggests

Ehat vacancy duration does a better job of measuring market condition
than does vacancy raEe. The first two columns of Table 1.1 show

vacancy rate and vacancy duration for rhree types of housing in three
locations in the HASE sites (central South Bend, the rest of St.

Joseph County, Indj-ana, and Brown County, Wisconsin).

Those vacancy rates and vacancy durations are not perfectly cor-
related. The vacancy rates vary widely within each location, being

low for owner unit,s, higher for renter units on single-unit properties,
and higher still for renter units on multiunit properties. Vacancy

durations, however, vary 1itt1e within each location and are highest

for owner units (see Sec. III).
The last two columns of the table report estimates of market

value. The first of them shows simply the average values of housing

units of each type. The values reflect both the average quantity of
housing capital per unit and its price, and quantities vary among

the types in the table. To convert the market values to true prices,
we use evidence presented elsewhere that the Brown County housing
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Table 1.1

VACANCY RATE, VACANCY DURATION, ND MARKET VALUE BY TYPE OF

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY: ST. JOSEPH COUNTY, 1974, AM
BROWN COUNTY, L973

Market Value
(le74 $)

Type of Property

per UniE of
Housing^
Capital*

4,700
6,400
5,400

Owner
Renter,
Renter,

single-unit
multiunlt

Central South Bend

Rest of St. Joseph County

Average
Vacancy

Rate
(7")

Average
Vacancy

Duration
(weeks)

Per
Average

Unit

4.2
10.4
L2.7

21.2
9.8

10.5

00
00
00

10, 9

7 15
5r4

Owner
Renter,
Renter,

single-unit
multiunit

9,500
8,800
9,400

Broan Countg

Owner
RenEe r,
Renter,

single-unit
multiunit

11,300
11,300
11,300

SOURCE: Vacancy rate and duration from Table 3.1. Mar-
ket value from owner estimates of property va1ue, obtained
in HASE baseline surveys. Brovm CounEy data for 1973 are
adjusted for price inflation in I973-74.

aThe unit of housing capital i-s an apartment on a multi-
unit property. Owner units have 2.32 units of housing capit.al
per average housing unit, and renter units on single-unit
properties have 1.17 units of housing capital per average
housing unit. The adjustment factors were chosen to make t.he
market valtre per unit of housing capital constant in Brown
County because we judge that market to be in equilibrium.
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market is in equilibrium.* Accordi-ng1y, the price of a unit of hous-

ing capital is constant across all types of housing in Brown County,

and fhe market values per average uniE show how the quantity of h<tus-

ing per unit varies by type of housing. We conclude that tlre,irverirge
owner unit is equivalent to 2.3 apartments on multiunit propertit,s,
and that a renter unit on a single-unit property is eqtrivalent. to

L.2 apartments on multiunit properties.
Applying those adjustmenE factors in all three locations pro-

duces the fourth column of Table 1.1, market value per unit of capital.
Those values provide an operational definition of market condition:
The greaEer the market value per unit of capital, the tighter the

housing market.

Graphing vacancy rate and vacancy duration against market value
per unit of capital, we find that vacancy rate does a poor job of
predi-cting market condition (see Fig . I.a), while vacancy duration
does a much better job (see Fig. Lb). The dotted lines in the figures
show the linear regressions of market value on each indicator. Va-

cancy duration explains 71 percent of the variation in markeE valuesl
vacancy rate explains only 31 percent. The vacaney durati-on regres-
sion is significant at the 99 percent confidence leve1, but the va-

cancy rate regression is not significant even at Ehe 95 percent con-

fidence 1evel.

National data also support the conclusion that vacancy duration
predicts market condition better than vacancy raEe. Because housing

tenure can be changed relatively easily, it is reasonable to assume

Ehat owner-occupied housing and renter housing have about the same

I

In Brovm County the real values of rental property did not change
significantly from 1960 to L973, indicating a dynamic equilibrium in
the housing market--a running balance between supply and demand even
though both were changing. In contrasE, the real values of rental
housing fe1l by 24 percent in central South Bend and by 4 percent in
the resE of St. Joseph County from 1961 to L974. The decline in value
reflects Ehe countyts population losses during the period, which left
a price-depressing surplus of housing, especi-ally in the urban core.
See Thttd Arunual Report of the Housing Assistance Supply Erperiment,
The Rand Corporation, R-2151-HUD, February L977, pp. 67-70.
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market conditions--at least when many housing markets are averrrged.

However, Sec. II shows that the national average vac:ancy raEes f()r
owner and renter unj-ts are not even close (1.2 percent vs. 6.0 per-
cent, in 1975), while the national average vacancy dur:irtions for
owner and renter units are almost identical (6.3 weeks vs. 6.1 weeks,

in 1975)

Empirical regulariti-es always beg for theoretical explanations.
Unfortunately, we do not have a housing market theory that explains
why average vacancy duration predicts market condition better than

vacancy raEe. A recent theoretical paper recognizes that vacancy

rate and vacancy duration are different indicators-Land argues that
both are necessary to understand market condition. However, it does

not ident.ify the cj-rcumsLances under which vacancy duration would

necessarily be a better measure than vacancy rate.
To inform both empirical and theoretical analyses of housing

market condition, this note estimates average vacancy durations na-

tionally, regionally, and locally i-n Secs. II and III. Appendix A

gives the methodology for the estimates.
, Then, in Sec. IV, average complete vacancy duration is contrasEed

with average interrupted vacancy duration. The latter is the average

answer to the vacancy survey question, "How long has this vacancy

exisEed?" It turns out that average interrupted vacancy duration de-

pends as much on the variance of Ehe vacancy duratlon distribution
as on its central tendency. In Sec. V, we use the information on

variation in vacancy durations to better understand the structure of

housing submarkets.

Chang-i Hua, The Equilibni.utn of Housirry Vacancy a.nd Wa.tttng Ttme,
School of Urban and Public Affairs, Carnegie-Mel1on Uni-versity, Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvani-a, September 1977, pp. L2-13.
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II. VACANCY DURATION VS. VACANCY RATE

This section proves that annual average vacancy duraEion equals

the annual average vacancy rate divided by the annual average turn-
over rate. In other words, the vacancy rate is the product of the

turnover rate and average vacancy duration. Average vacancy dura-

tion is the more useful measure of market condition, but the vacancy

rate is easier to estimate and is equivalent to vacancy duration for
comparing markets with identical turnover rates. However, we show

that turnover rates vary dramatically among housing markets, maklng

it preferable to use average vacancy duration for cross-sectional
analyses of housing market conditions.

If the same number of turnovers occurs each day, and if every

vacancy created by a turnover lasts the same number of days, it is
obvious that the vacancy duration equals the vacancy rate divided

by the turnover rate. For example, if 3 percent of the housing units
have turnovers every day and if each vacancy lasts two days, there
will be 6 percent vacanci-es on any given day (half starting the pre-
vious day and half starting on the day in question). The following
proof shows fhat the relationship also occurs when the turnover rate
varies by season and when vacancies have varying durations.

The rigorous proof of the relationship between vacancy duration
and vacancy rate depends on an assumption that the turnover process

is t'annually cyclical," that even though the rate of turnover and the

distribution of vacancy durations change during the year, the annual

pattern is the same each year. If that assumption is only approxi-
mately true, the average vacancy duration only approximately equals

the ratio of vacancy rate to turnover rate. As a practical matter,
only very 1;rrge deviati-ons from annual cyclicity would significantly
disturb the stated relirtionship.

The irrithmetic is simplest if the same unj"t of time is used to
scale vilcilncy duration and Eurnover. In the proof below we use days

irs Ehe trnit ttf time; 1ater, it will be convenient t.o describe results
per week or per year.
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By definition, the annual average duration of a vacancy is the

welghted average of average vacancy durations beginning in each part
of the year, the weights being the turnover distribution:

I

u(r) : L (1)

where k = day of year (and rhe summations are over k = I to 365),

r = duration of a vacancy (in days),
TU= turnover on day k, i.e., vacancies started on day k,

EU(r) = average duration of vacancies started on day k, a)-.d

E(x) = average duration of vacancies started during a year.

The denominator of the right-hand ratio in Eq. (1) is Ehe EoEal

number of turnovers during a year, and the numerator is the total
number of vacanE unit-days generated by the yearts turnovers. Some

of the vacant unit-days generated by a year I s turnovers occur in the

following yeat. However, assuming a fixed annual turnover cyc1e, that
loss is exactly balanced by the vacant unit-days in the current year

thaE were generat.ed by the previous year's lurnovers. Therefore, the

t.otal vacant unit-days generated by a yearts turnover equals the total
vacant uni-t-days in a year:

LTOEU(r) =LV1r, (2)

where 7 = vacant uniEs on day k.

G+)Eu(x) 
='#L

k

Putting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) gives us vacancies in the numerator

and turnovers in the denominator. Dividing both numerator and denomi-

nator by total unit-days, we conclude that the annual average vacancy

duration (in days) equals the ratio of the annual average vacancy rate
to Ehe annual average turnover rate (in turnovers per unit per day):
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LV.
K

G'_
L-L t

K

H"
K

LH"i( )(+)

1#)e)
E(x) :

LVk/LHk: zTkru (3)

where flU = housing units in market on day k.

If the number of housing units in a market is constant during

Ehe year, so thaE Hk= H for all k, and LHk= 365H, then the formula

for annual average vacancy duration, E(t), simpllfies to:

365

I V.

E(r) : 365 k=l H (4)1 365 T

1

I k
365

HK:l

which makes the annual averages of vacancy rate and turnover rate
very clear. However, the more complex averages in Eq. (3) are useful
because they show that the relationship does not require the number

of housing units to be constant during the year.

We have proved that average vacancy duration equals the vacancy

rate divided by the annual turnover rate. Now we show that average

vacancy duration and average vacancy rate are not always equivalent

measures of housing market condition because the turnover rate can

vary cross-sect j-onally.

The first two columns of Table 2.L give the vacancy rate and

annual turnover rate by region and tenure for the United States in
L975. The third column estimates average vacancy duration as the

ratio of the vacancy rate to the turnover rate (multiplying the ratio
by 52 to convert the answer to weeks). For example, the national
average va(:ancy duration is 6.2 weeks--the raEio of the average va-
cancy rate of 3.0 percent and the turnover rate of.25.1 turnovers
per 100 units per year.

In all. four regions, owrrer units turn over less rapidly than

renter units. The national averages are 9.9 and 51.5 turnovers per
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Table 2.1

VACANCY RATE, TURNOVER RATE, AND VACANCY
DURATION BY TENURE AND REGION:

UNITED STATES, 7975

Average
Vacancy
Durati-on
(weeks)aTenure

Owner
Renter

A11

Or^rne r
Renter

A11

Owner
Renter
All

Owner
Renter

A11

(1.0)
( .3)
( .3)

. s)

.2)

.2)

Noz,theast

North Central

South

West

8.7
5.8
5.5

5.5
5.7
5.6

6.0 (

s.2 (
s.4 (

6.3
6.t
6.2

(
(
(

s)
2)
2)

s)
2)
2)

3)
1)
1)

7.L
7.0
7.L

(
(
(

ALL United States

Owner
Renter

A11

OURCE: Vacancy rate from Hou Va-
canctes, L975, Bureau of the Census, Ser-
ies H-111-75-5, Table 1, p. 12. Turnover
rate esEimated by method described in Ap-
pendix A from data in Annual Housing Sut-
DeA: 1975, Part A, Bureau of the Census,
Series H-150-75A, Tables 1 and 5 in Secs.
A through E.

NOTE: Numbers in parentheses are stan-
dard errors of estimate (see Appendix A
for their derivation).

aEstimated by 52 times the ratio of va-
cancy rate to annual turnover rate.

(
(
(

Average
Vacancy

Rate
(%)

Annual
Turnover

Per
100 Units

1.0
4.t
2.3

(. r)
(.2)
(. r)

(
(
(

6.0
36.s
18. 7

3)
8)
4)

(.1)
(.2)
(. 1)

1.0
5.7
2.5

9.5
52.O
23.0

( .3)
(1.1)
( .4)

1.5
7.7
3.7

(. r)
(.2)
(.1)

11.0
57 .2
27 .0

( .3)
(1.0)
( .4)

1.s (.1)
6 .2 (.2)
3.4 (.1)

13. 1

6L.6
32.4

( .s)
(t.2)
( .6)

t.2
6.0
3.0

(.0s)
(. 1)
(.0s)

e.e (
s1.s (
2s.L (

.2)

. s)

.2)
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100 units per year. The differences in turnover rates are so large

that even though the vacancy rates for owner units are only about

one-fifth those for renter units, the average vacancy duration for
ou/ner and renter units is essentially the same in three out of four

regions. In the fourth region, the NortheasE, owner units are vacant

1.5 times as long as renter units (8.7 weeks vs. 5.8 weeks).*

The regional pattern in turnover rates is the same for both

owner and renter units: the Northeast region has the lowest rate
and the North Central, South, and West regions have progressively

higher ones. The turnover rates in the Llest are more than double

those in the Northeast for owner units (13.1 vs. 6.0) and two-thirds

larger for renter uni-ts (61.6 vs. 36.5). The most probable explana-

tion for the pattern is that the nationts more mobile households have

been moving from the Northeast to the lJest in recent decades, reducing

the average turnover rate in the population left behind.

Whatever their cause, the regional differences in Eurnover rates
mean that vacancy rates and vacancy durations measure regional hous-

ing market condi-tions differently. If we used the vacancy rate as a

measure, we would conclude that the Northeast has the tightest hous-

ing market even though it has been losing population to the other re-
gions. However, the low vacancy rates in the Northeast are caused

not by excess demand but by low turnover. Looking at average vacancy

duration, r^re see that the Northeastts ovmership market is considerably

looser than the national average and its renter market is only slightly
tighter than the national average.

Focusing on Ehe rental markets, Fig. 2 shows graphically how

vacancy duration ranks regional markets differently than do vacancy

rates. T'he vertical axis is vacancy duration; the horizontal axis

is annual Lurnover. The doEted lines connect combinations of vacancy

duration and turnover that result in the same vacancy rate.

The difference is signifi-cantly different from zero at the 95
percent confidence leve1 because the interval estimate of the differ-
ence is 2.9O + 2.04 weeks, which does not include zero. The half-
inEerval was estimated _using _the staldard errors given in parentheses
in rable 2.1: (1.96)r'/tr.ol2 + (.r2 = 2.04.
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Fig.Z-Voconcy rote, turnover rote, ond overoge voconcy durotion

by region: rentol housing, United Stotes, 1975

While both vacancy duration and vacancy rate j-ndicate t.hat the

South has the loosest renEal market, the two measures rank the re-
maining three regi-ons inversely. The Northeast has the lowest va-
cancy rate, but because its turnover rate is also lowest its average

vacancy duration is about the same as those i-n the North Central and

West.
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III. APPLICATION TO THE HOUSING

ASSISTANCE SUPPLY EXPERIMENT

The Housing Assistance Supply Experiment is evaluating the ef-
fects of a full-scale housing allowance program on the participants
and local markets in Brovm County, lrlisconsin (whose central city is
Green Bay) and Sc. Joseph CounEy, Indiana (whose central city is South

Bend). Those sites were chosen for their conErasting market condi--

tions, so that the effects of market conditions on allowance program

impacts could be tested.* This section uses the average vacancy

duration measure to show the extenE to which market conditions in the

sites differed at the start of the experiment (1973 in Brown County

and 1974 ln St. Joseph County).

St. Joseph County has a loose housing market, with an average

vacancy duration of 12.7 weeks in central South B"rrdo* and 8.8 weeks

in Ehe resr of the county. Brown County has a tight housi-ng market,

with an average vacancy duration of only 4.2 weeks (see Table 3.1).
Those vacancy durations bracket both the national average of 6.2 weeks

and the North Central regional average of 5.6 weeks. Therefore, the ex-

perimental sites enable good tests of the effects of market condiEion".ooo

The ranking of housing market conditions by experi-mental location
is the same whether vacancy rate or vacancy duration is the measure

of market condition. Both measures show that the market in central

For an overview of HASE objectives, see Thitd Annual Report of
the Housi.n11 Assistance Supply Erperiment, pp. 2-4.

Central South Bend includes all but the fringes of the city
of South Bend and has about half the rental units and one-fourth the
ov/ner units in St. .Ioseph County.

So far the experiment has shown that the housing allowance
program does rtot cause rent increases in either tight or loose hous-
ing markets and that rents for equivalent housing vary litt1e with
market condition. See C. Peter Rydell, Effects of Market Condttions
on Pri.ces and ProfLts of Rental Housing, The Rand CorporaLion, P-6008,
SepEember 1977, and Third Anrwal Report of the Housing Assistance
Supply Experiment.
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Table 3.1

VACANCY RATE, TURNOVER RATE, AND VACANCY DURATION BY
TYPE OF RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY: ST. JOSEPH COUNTY,

1974, AND BROWN COUNTY, L973

Type of Property

Average
Vacancy
Duration
(weeks ) 

e

Central South Bend

Owner
Renter, single-unit
Renter, multiunit

Al_1

Owner
Renter,
Renter,

A11

single-unit
mu1 t iuni t

2 (9.3)
8 (.e)
s ( .7)
7 (1.4)

(2.8)
( .8)
( .s)
(1.3)

2L,
9.

10.
L2.

Rest of St. Joseph County

Broun County

6
4
2

4

9.6
8.2
8.0
8.8

s.2 (

4.5 (

3.e (

4.2 (

Owner
Renter,
Renter,

A11

single-unit
mu1 t luni t

)
)
)
)

SOURCE: HASE baseline surveys of tenants, homeowners,
and landlords (excluding mobile home, rooming house,
farm, and federally subsidized properties).

NOTE: Numbers in parentheses are sEandard errors of
estimate (see Appendix A for their derivation).

ooo^"r vacancy rate estimated by percent of units va-
cant at time of survey. Renter vacancy rate estimated
by the annual percent of rent lost because of vacancies
(adjusted for variation in the rent-loss rate by rent
strata).

h"Estimated by dividing all move-ins Eo rental units
(as reported in the tenant surveyrs mobili.ty historles)
by rental units. The move-in rate measures turnover be-
cause the baseline study population is limited Eo proper-
ties that existed all year.

cEstimated, by 52 times the ratio of vacancy rate to
annual turnover rate.

Average
Vacancv
Rated
(z) b

Annual
Turnover

per
100 Units

4.2
10. 4
t2 .7
7.3

(1. 1)
( .6)
( .s)
( .7)

(2. s)
(4. 3)
(3. 7)
(1. e)

10. 3

55 .4
62.6
29.8

(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

5
5
5
4

1.9
7.3
9.3
3.0

3
5
5
8

46.
60.
t7.

10. (1.s)
(3.0)
(2.4)
(1.3)

.3)

.3)

.2)

.2)

0.8 (

4.4 (

s.2 (

2.1 (

8.0 ( .e)
s1.1 (2.6)
68.6 (1.8)
26.0 ( .8)
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South Bend is looser than t.hat in the rest of St. Josepl'r County, and

that the latter is looser than the market in Brown CounEy.* The Ewo

measures are equivalent in this instance because the average turnover

rate does not vary enough by experimental location to drive the two

measures in different directions.
However, the ranking of housing market conditions by type of

property within location does depend on which measure is used. If we

used the vacancy raEe measure we would conc]-ude that rnarket conditions

vary even more by type of property than by location, with owner units
having the tightest markets and renter units on multiunit properties

having the l-oosest narkets in all three locations. Instead, using the

vacancy duratlon measure we conclude that market conditions vary less

by type of property than by location, and that owner units have looser

markets Ehan renter units (especially in central South Bend).

The reason the two measures rank market conditlons differently
is that the average turnover rate varles systematically by type of
property. Owner units have less turnover than renter units, and renter
units on single-unit properties have less turnover than renter units
on multiunit properties. Table 3.1 shows that pattern in all three

loca tions .

In Brown County, for example, the vacancy rate varles from 0.8

percenr for or^mer units to 5.2 percent for renter units on multiunlt
properties. But the turnover rate varies in the same way, and to an

even greater extent, making the ratio of vacancy rate to turnover

rate, i.e., the average vacancy duration, larger for owner units than

for renter units on multiunit properties (see Fig. 3).

The standard errors of estimate (the numbers in parentheses i-n
Table 3.1) irre large enough so that detailed r-tests had to be per-
formed to rcach this conclusion. The only exceptions occur i-n some
details of the comparison between central South Bend and the resE of
St. Joseph County. The vacancy rates of owner uniEs and the vacancy
dtrrations for single-unit rental properties are not significantly
different at the 95 percent confidence level. However, they are sig-
nificantly different at the 68 percent confidence 1evel (the 84 per-
cenE confidence 1eve1 by a one-tailed test).
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Fig. 3-Voconcy rote, turnover rote, ond overoge voconcy durotion

by type of residentiol property: &own County, Wisconsin, 1973

The reversal of ratings in Fig. 3 shows that vacancy duration
is a different measure of market conditions than vacancy rate. The

figure also shows that i-n Brown County vacancy rates vary greatly by

property type while vacancy durations vary li-ttle. Brown County has

had moderate, predictable growth in housing demand over the past two

decades. Its housing market seems to be in dynamic equilibrium, i.e.,
supply tracking demand without large surpluses or shortages. It is not

surprising that j-ts submarkets are uniforrnly tight, as the average va-
cancy duration measure shows.

St. Joseph County, in contrast, has lost population (especially
in CenEral South Bend) during the past two decades. It has an excess

supply of housing, the amount varying by location and by type of proper-

ty. Table 3.1 shows average vacancy durations thaE vary from 21.2

weeks for owner units in central South Bend to 8.0 weeks for multiunit
rent.al properties in the rest of St. Joseph County.
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IV. COMPLETE VS. INTERRUPTED

VACANCY DURATION

Estimating an average vacancy duratiorro ," t.he rat.io of a vacancy

rate to a turnover rate, while theoretically sound, is not always em-

pirically easy. Both vacancy rate and turnover rate can be difficult
to measure (see Appendix A). It would be useful to have a more direct
rday to measure vacancy duration.

The following argument shows the extent to which average inter-
rupted vacancy duration (time from the start of a vacancy to the date

of a vacancy survey) can be used to estimate average vacancy duration
(time from the start of a vacancy to its end). It turns out that such

estimation is possible only if we know the coefficient of variation
for vacancy durations. Lacking that information, we cannot use aver-

age interrupted vacancy duration to estimate average vacancy duration.
However, i-f we can measure both interrupted and complete vacancy dura-

tions, we can use those data to estimate the coefficient of variation
for vacancy durations.

Housing vacancy surveys conducted by the U.S. Census ask how

long a vacancy has existed. Even though the answer to thaE question

only gives the duration up to the time of the survey, it seems intui-
tively plausible that the answer would be strongly related to the

average vacancy duration.
Reasoning that, on average, a vacancy survey interrupts a vacancy

at its midpoint, we might guess that "interruption bias" makes the

average answer to the census question equal half the average vacancy

duration. However, that guess would be dramatically wrong. The

average interrupted vacancy duration is several times greater than the

averirge vacancy duratj-on: 4.3 times greater for owner units and 2.7

times greater for renter units (see Table 4.1).

Wlrererver it appears in this report, ttaverage vacancy durationtt re-
fers to the total time between the start of a vacancy and its end. This
sectirrrr c()r'ltrasts that eompLete duration with the tnten?upted duration
measrrred ln vacancy surveys; for simplicity, the word "complete" is
usually omitted.
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Table 4.1

VACANCY DURATION AND INTERRUPTED VACANCY
DURATION: UNITED STATES, 1975

Ratio of
In te rrup Eed

to
Comp le te
Durat ionsTenure

Owner units
RenEer units

A11 units

4.3 (

2.1 (

3.1 (

.23)

.08)

.08)

SOURCE : Tables 2. 1 and B.1.
N0TE: Numbers in parentheses are sEandard

errors of estimate (see Appendixes A and B for
their derivation).

oAu"rrg" duration of all the vacancies
generated by a yearrs turnover, as estimated by
the ratio of vacancy rate to turnover raEe.

bAverage answer to the vacancy survey ques-
this unit been vacant?"tion: "How long has

How can the part be larger than the whole? The paradox results
from "duration biast' in the answers to the census question. Longer

vacancies have more chance of encompassing the survey date, so are

weighted more heavily in the average interrupted vacancy duration
than in the average vacancy duration. The greater the variaEion in
vacancy durations, the greater the "duration biastt and the greaEer the

ratio of j-nterrupted to complete durations.
The combined effects of interruption bias and duration bias can

be stated precisely:

E(i)
E(r)

(1 c2)+
, (s)

where E(i) = average interrupted vacancy duration,
E(r) = average (complete) vacancy duration, and

C = coefficient of varlation in vacancy durations, oJE(r),
&

where o- i-s the standard deviation.

u

Average
Vacancy

DuraEion
(weeks)

Average
Interrupted

Vacancv,
OrrrationD

(weeks )

6.3
6.1
6.2

(. 3)
(. 1)
(. 1)

2t .4 (.7)
16.3 (.4)
te.2 (.4)
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If the coefficient of variation is zero, i.e., if all vacancy

durations are the same, then there is pure inEerruption bias and the

average interrupted vacancy duration equals one-half the average va-

cancy duration. If the coefficient of variation is 1.0, then duration

bias exactly counteracts interruption bias and the two average dura-

tions are equa1. In the Eurnover processes we observe nationally,
the coefficient of variation must be greater than 1.0 because the

average interrupted vacancy duration exceeds the average vacancy dura-

tion. Table 4.2 gives the precise coefficients of variation implied

by the dara in Table 4.1.

TabLe 4,2

COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
FOR VACANCY DURATIONS

Tenure Coefficient of Variationa

Ormer units
Renter units

A11 units

2.8
2.L
2.3

(.14)
( .06)
( .0s)

SOURCE: Equation (5) and Table 4.1.
NOTE: Numbers in parentheses are

standard errors of estimate (see Appen-
dix B).

aThe standard deviation (square rooE
of the variance) divided by the mean.

To prove Eq. (5), we anaLyze the effects of interruption bi-as

and duration bias separately and then combine the results. Both

p.lrrts o[ rhe proof require the assumpEion that the turnover process

is :lnrtrr:t lly cyclic:irl.

'fhe proof follows a similar theory based on Ehe duration of
unempioyment in Stephen W. Salant, "Search Theory and Duration Data:
A Tlrerrry of SorEs," t)uel,terlg Journal of Economtcs, Yo7. 91 , No. 1,
Febru,irry L977, pp. 39-41, except that Salant assumes a stationary
instead of an annually cyclical process.
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If the question, "How long has this unit been vacant?" is asked

about all vacant units on a gJ-ven day, every day for a year, and then
if a1l answers are averaged, the result is annual average interrupted
vacancy duration.

For a given vacancy Ehe interrupted duration is less tltiru or

equal to the complete duration. Interruption blas tends Eo maker ther

average interrupEed duration less than the average compleEe duratj-on.

In fact, if all vacancies had the same duration, then the average

interruption duration would be half the complete duration:*

(6)

where ff = duration of a vacancy,

z = i-nterrupted duration of a vacancy, and

U(i-lx) = expected interrupted duration, i, given the complete

duration, r.

However, not all vacancies have the same duration, and longer
vacancies are observed more days (i,e., weighted more heavily) in
the computatlon of annual average interrupted duration. Specific-
a1ly, the average frequency with which a daily vacancy survey would

observe vacancies that last r days is proportional to ff as well as

to the fracEion of a1l vacancles generated during a year that are r
**

days long:

,(
To derive Eq. (6) we need to assume an annually cyclical rurn-

over process. Observing an r-day vacancy on each day of its existence
obviously leads to an average interrupted duratiot of r/2. The as-
sumption of annually cyclical turnover makes observing all r-day
vacancies on all days of a year the same as observing all x-day va-
cancies generated during a year on every day of their existence.

:t :t
To derive Eq. (7) we again need to assume an annually cyclical

turnover process. Observing vacancies each day they exist obviously
makes observations of c-day vacancies proportional Eo r as well as
Eo Ehe frequency of x-day vacancies. The assumption of an annually
cyclical turnover makes observi-ng all vacancies on all days of rhe
year the same as observi-ng all vacancies generated during e year on
all the days they exist.

-,.t fiL'(Llfi) : T ,



where f(r)

g (x)

E(r)

where li('i-)

l,l (r)
(:

fraction of

r days.

fraction of

servat ions

days, and

Lrf(r)=
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(x) (7)g (r)
E ,.l

vacancies generated during a year that last

observations during the year (making new ob-

each day) that are of vacancies lasting r

average duration of vacancies generated during

a year.

Multiplying E(ilr) , the average interrupted vacancy duration,
by E(r), and summing over all complete durations, we find the desired

relationship between the average interrupted vacancy duration and the

average vacancy duration:

l:, x21'tr)
A(r)

L
ti(t ) = L t:('Llx),1(:r) Lt + c2l, (8)oE )

: aver:age inLerrupted vacancy durat-ion,

= averag,e (compl.ete) vacancy duration, and

= cr-ref f icient crf variation f or vacancy durations.

'llo strmurarize, we looked at average interrupted vacancy duration
in tropes o[ [inding il measure of average vacancy duration Ehat r^ras

nrcrre: <lirtt't tlr:rn the ratio of vacancy rate to turnover rat.e. Instead,

we I'orrn<l tlr:rt Lhe average interrupted duraf ion depends as much on the

variance o[ the duration as on the mean, making t]re approach a remark-

abty indirecrt way of estimating average duration. However, the infor-
mation on the variation of vacancy durations turns out Eo be valuable,
irs wil I be. seen in the next section.

The deEails of the derivaEi-on
n'(:r:i)) - tt'(*)2, and. C2: Dar(x)/D(r)2

require trz7{*) : E(x2 ), uar,(r)
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V. THE IMPORTANCE OF SUBMARKETS

Submarkets are parts of the housing market, deli-neated either: by

location or type of housing, that have 1ow cross-elasticities of de-

mand. Households seeking a dwelling in one submarket wi1l, by defini-
tion, not readily accept one i-n another submarket. On the other hand,

households consider aIl dwellings within a submarket to be substitutes.
Submarkets obviously exist because households vary in their

preferences for locations and types of houslng. The question is,
Are submarkets different enough to be important? We have to settle
for indirect evidence, because it is difficult to observe cross-
elasticities of demand. We must look for a characteristic of housing

markets that can manifest itself only if submarkets exist and are very
different. A coefficient of variation for vacancy durations that is
considerably larger than 1.0 is such a characteristic.

Although the existence of submarkets does not necessarily imply

a high coefficient of variation for vacancy durations, this sec-tion

shows that Ehe coefficient cannot greatly exceed 1.0 in the absence

of greatly differing submarkets. The evidence does not define Ehe

submarkets, but it confirms that they exist and are important.
We have just seen (falte A.Z) thar the coefficient of variation

for vacancy durations in the United States was 2.3 in L975. Random

variation in vacancy durations caused by uniform vacancy-ending rates
cannot account for such a high coefficient. If all vacancies had the

same daily probability of ending, then the coefficient of variation
for vacancy duration would equal 1.0.

Nor is it plausible that vacancy-ending rates that change during
the course of a vacancy are the reason for the high variation in va-
cancy duratj-ons. If the daily probability of a vacancy-ending changes

Uniform vacancy-ending rates cause an exponential distribution
of vacancy durations, where the standard deviation equals the mean,
so the coefficient of variation is 1.0 (see the benchmark case in
Appendix C).
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at all during a vacancy, it will presumably do so because landlords
and owners become impatient and lower the rent or purchase price.
Those actions would increase the vacancy-ending rate. However' Ap-

pendix C shows that vacancy-ending rates that increase over time

cause the coeffici-ent of variation for vacancy durations to be less

than 1.0. So the hypothesis of nonconsEant vacancy-ending rates can-

noE explain why the coefficient of variation exceeds 1.0.

The remaining possibility is that vacancy-ending rates, though

constant for a given uni-t, are not uniform across units. Among va-

cancies thaE start at the same time, the ones with the low vacancy-

ending rates would become an i"ncreasing proportion of the surviving
vacancies. Therefore, the ending rate for Ehe cohortrs surviving
vacancies would decrease over tlme. Appendix C shows t.hat under those

ci-rcumstances, the coef f ici.ent of vari.ation for vacancy duration is
greater than 1.0.

Thus, nonuniform vacancy-ending rates are the explanation for the

high variation i-n vacancy durations. That implies that submarkets

exist, because only submarkets can make vacancy-ending rates differ
across housi-ng units. If housing units were perfect substltutes, Ehey

would have the same probabilities of being sold or rented on a given

day.

I^,ithin a submarket, units an,e perfect substitutes, so all va-

cancies have the same daj-1y probability of ending. Vacancy durations
thus are exponentially distributed, so that Ehe expected vacancy dura-

tion in the submarket equals the inverse of the vacancy-ending rate,
and the coefficient of variation for vacancy durations in the sub-

market is 1.0. Across submarkets with different market conditions,
Ehe vircanr--y-endi-ng rates and expected vacancy durations would vaty,
so thirt Lhe overall. distribution of vacancy durations would have a

coc.If icit'nr of variation greater than 1.0.

:l
Thc theorem in Appendix C shows that a distribution that is a

mixtttr:t: o[' exponential distributions has a coef f icient of variation
greater tiran 1.0.
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We conclude that a coefficient of variation for vacancy durirEions

greater than 1.0 shows that submarkets exist. The converse is not

necessarily true, because submarkets might all have the same expected

vacancy durations and vacancy-ending rates.
So far this argument has used only the fact that the observed

coefficienE of variation for vacancy duracions is la.rger chan 1.0 to

show thaE submarkets exist. Because the coefficient is considerably
larger than 1.0, we also conclude that submarket conditions in ttre

United States during 1975 were more than trivially different. A co-

efficient of variation greater than 2.0 is very 1arge. Expected va-
cancy duraEion has to vary considerably among submarkets to generate

that much variation in realized vacancy durations.
The formula for computing the overall coefficient of variation

for vacancy durations from submarket characteristics is

Z2L wk[Ek(x) )
l, - 7, (e)

and

I

where

lL WUEU(r)l

C = coefficient of variation for vacancy durations,
[,/r. = proportion of turnovers that occur in submarket k,

Er.(r) = expected vacancy duration in submarket k.*

The formula assumes that the expected vacancy duration, E(r), is con-

stant within a submarket during a year. However, Appendix A shows

that average vacancy duration is about twice as long in winter (when

Eurnover is low) as in summer (when t.urnover is high). Adding the

*
In the kth submarket, vacancy durations are distributed expo-

nentially, so that the first and second moments are E7r(x) ar,id
2[E7r(r)]2. The flrst and second moments of the distribution across
all submarkets are just the weighted averages of rhe submarket moments,
L WtEt (r) and 2L Wb[Eu(x) ]2, where the weights, Wp, are the proportion
of iutnovers occurfin'$ in each submarket (LWu: 11. Equation (9) follows
because the variance equals the second momeni less the square of the
first moment; Ehe standard deviation is the square root of the vari-
ance; and the coefficient. of vari-ation is the standard deviation
divided by the mean. Note that if all the E1r(u) are the same, i.€.,
if there are no submarkets, then C = l.
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conEribuEion of seasonal variation to Ehe annual coefficient of
*variation produces:

o
L2.1sBL wU[EU(r)l

- 1_. ( 10)
lL wOEO(r))

oZ

In Table 5.1 Eq. (10) is used to compute the coefficient of

variation for vacancy durations if the only U.S. submarkets were

those defined by region and tenure. In other words, r^re assume that
the annual expected duration of a vacancy is uniform within each of
the eight region-tenure groups, observe that the expected durarion
varies between groups from 5.2 to 8.7 weeks, and calculate the cor-
responding coefficient of variation in realized vacancy durations.
The answer is only 1.1.

We conclude that market conditions vary much more wlthln the

region-Eenure groups than between them. To gauge how large the

intragroup differences must be, Table 5.2 applies Eq. (10) Eo St.
Joseph and Broqm counties. We again assume uniform expected vacancy

durations within each location-type group, but no\^, the variation i-n

expected duration is greater, ranging from 3.9 Co 21.2 weeks. The

resulEing coef f icient of variation j-s 1.3--sti11 nowhere rrear 2.3.

Assuming that the HASE sites provide a cross-section of U.S.

housing market conditions, we conclude that there must be housing

submarkets even more detailed than those defined by rhe distinctions
in Table 5.2. (The alternative possibility is that market condi-
tions vary more dramatically arnong counties in the United States than

between Brown and St. Joseph counties. )

Idithin eac.h submarket the distribution of annual turnover in
the four quarters of the year is approximately .L7, .25r.33, and .25.
Accordingly, vacancy duratj-ons in the four quarters are 1.50 E7a(x),
L.OO E1a(x) , O.75 E1r(x), and l.OO E7r(r), where E1a(r) is the annual aver-
age vacancy duration for the submarket. Therefore, the sum of squared^
vacancy^durarions is t.17(1.50)2 + .25(t.Oo)2 + .33(0.75)2 + .25(I.00)21
[E1a(x) ]2, which equals 1.069 IETa(r)12. Using that factor in place of
Ehe [L'7r(x)] J factors in Eq. (9) produces Eq. (10) .
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Table 5.1

COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION FOR VACANCY DURATIONS IF EXPECTED
DURATION I^IERE UNIFORM WITHIN SUBMARKETS DEFINED BY REGION

AND TENURE: UNITED STATES, 1975

Moments of the
Distr ibution
of Vacancy
Dura tions

Second
Moment

WUIEU(x) )

2.09
5 .69

2
Submarket

Northeast
Ovrner
Renter

North Central
Owner
Renter

South
Owner
Renter

West
Owner
Renter

2.42
4.6L

4.64
t2.39

2.12
4.94

Tofal 38. 90

2Coefficient of varlation = 2.L38 (38. e0) / (6.17) I 1.088

Average
Vacancy
Duration
(weeks )
EO(r)

Dis tribution
of

Annual
Turnoverd

W.
K

First
Moment

L,/r. E.,.(r)
l( /(

.032

.L37

.069

.L75

.092

.253

.059

.183

8.7
5.8

5.5
5.7

7.L
7.0

6.0
5.2

.28

.79

.38
1. 00

.65
L.77

.35

.95

6. L71. 000

SOURCE: Equation (10); Table
Annual Houstng Su.z,uey: 1975, Par
Series H-l50-75A.

aDistribution of the product of Ehe number of units and
the turnover rate.

How much variation in expected duration across submarkets is
necessary to explain the observed variation of realized vacancy dura-
tions? Table 5.3 provides one answer by showing hypothetical sub-

markets with expected durations ranging from 2 to 40 weeks. The co-

efficient of variation for vacancy durations is now 2.1, stil1 not
2.3 but close enough to show the dramatic differences among submarkets

thaE the 2.3 figure implies.

2.L;
t A,

and unit counts from
Bureau of the Census,
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Table 5.2

COEFFICIENT OF VARIATIOI.I FOR VACAI{CY DURATIONS IF EXPECTED
DURATION WERE UNIFORI'T WITHIN SUBMARKETS DEFINED BY

LOCATION AND TYPE OF PROPERTY: ST. JOSEPH
COUNTY, L974, ND BROI,IN COIJNTY, L973

Moments of the
Dis tribuElon
of Vacancy
Durat ions

Second
Moment
W. X.2kkSubmarket

CentraT. South Bend
Owner
Renter, slngle-unit
Renter, multiunit

Rest of St. Joseph County
Ovmer
Renter, single-uniE
Renter, multiunit

Broan County
Owner
Renter, single-unit
Renter, multiunit

23,82
6.05

15. 10

t4.92
3. 16
8. 00

2.35
.89

4.29

Total 78.58

2Coefficient of variation = 2.t38(78.s8) / (7.88) - ]- = 1.306

SOURCE: Equati-on (10); Table 3.1; and unit counts from the IIASE
baseline surveys of tenants and homeowners.

'lDistribution of [he prodtrct of the number of units and the turn-
()vr'r rat te .

Mirny distributi.ons of expected vacancy duratlon will give the
sanrt' t'ocf f ic ient of var iation as the distribution i-n Table 5. 3. How-

ever, all will show most submarkets clustered at low expecEed durations
and ir fc'w submarkets extending a long tail into very high expected

durrrtions. That pattern follows from the need to obtain a high

Dis t ribution
of

Annual
Turnover d

wk

Average
Vacancy
Durat ion
(weeks)

X.k

First
Moment
w" x"kk

.053

.063

. L37

. L62

.047

.L25

.087

.044

.282

2r.2
9.8

10. 5

9.6
8.2
8.0

5.2
4.5
3.9

L. t2
,62

L.44

L.56
.39

1. 00

.45

.20
L. 10

1.000 7. 88
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Table 5.3

COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION FOR VACANCY DURATIONS
IF EXPECTED DURATION WERE UNIFORM WITHIN

HYPOTHETICAL SUBMARKETS WITH GREATLY
DIFFERING MARKET CONDITIONS

I"lomenEs of the
Dis E rib ut ion
of Vacancy
Durations

Hypo Lhe t ical
Submarket

Second
Moment

')

4.
L2.
24.
36.
48.

L27.

A
B

C

D

E

F
G

ta

80
25
80
00
00
00
00
851To

Coefficient of variation =
2

.138 (127 .85) / (7 . rSl 1 = 2.085

Dist ribution
of

Annual
Turnover

Average
Vacancy
Duration
(weeks )

First
Moment

,20
.25
.30
.L2
.06
.04
.03

1. 00

2

3

4

10
20
30
40

I
I
I
1

I
7

.40

.75

.20

.20

.20
20
20
15

SOURCE: Equation (10).

coefficient of variation wlth Eq. (10) while keeping all expecEed

durations nonnegative. 
*

The existence of a few submarkets with very high expected vacancy

durati-ons also makes sense economically. The shifcs in demand that
make some submarkets tight and others loose will not change expected

durations symmetrically. No matter how tight the submarket, expected

vacancy duration cannot fal1 belo\,l zeto, and because of new construc-
tion or conversions it will rarely reach the t.heoretical minimum.

3,

To see that a distribution of nonnegativ
to the right for the coefficient of variation
the extreme case of a distribution with p frac

e values must have a tail
to exceed 1.0, examine
tion at zero and 1 - p
(1-p)(t)=!,-p,

)11-(1-p))"=p(l-p),
fraction at unity. The mean value
and the variance is (p)1,0 - (1 - p

is (0) (p) +
))"+(1-p

so the coefficient of variation is /p/(1 - p). It can only exceed 1.0
if p exceeds 0.5, i.e., if the distributi-on has a tail to the right.
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However, there is no limit on how large expected vacancy duration
can be in loose submarkets. Excess supply could well stay on the

market for some time before owrrers admitted defeat and accepted the

losses involved in scrapping residential improvements.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The annual average vacancy rate is the product of the annual

average turnover rate and the annual average vacancy duration. Em-

pirical evidence shows that average vacancy duration is the component

that measures housing market conditi.on. Apparently the turnover rate
is a characteristic of demand on1y, telling nothing about the relation-
ship between supply and demand.

If the turnover rate is stable, as in longitudinal analyses of a

given housJ-ng market, the vacancy raEe and vacancy duration are equally
satisfactory measures of housing market condition. However, where the

turnover rate varies, as it does in cross-sectional analyses, average

vacancy duraElon is a better measure.

In 1975, the national average vacancy duration hras 6.3 weeks for
owner uniEs and 6.1 weeks for renter units, while the vacancy rate was

1.2 percent for owner unlts and 6.0 percent for renEer units. Uslng

the average vacancy duration measure, rde conclude that the owner and

renter markets had essentially the same conditions in 1975. If we had

used the vacancy rate measure, hre would have coneluded that the owner

market was far tighter than the renter market. The tlro measures of

market condj-tion give dlfferent answers because the annual turnover

rate varies from 9.9 per 100 owner units to 51.2 per 100 renter units.
The annual turnover rate was lowest in the Northeast region and

highest in fhe trrlest, for both ohrner and renter units. The vacancy

rates in Ehe Northeast were only two-thirds those in the WesE, be-

cause of the lower turnover rates, not tighter housing markets. The

average vacancy duration shows that the market for owner uniEs was

considerably looser in the NorEheast. than ln the lJest (8.7 vs. 6.0

weeks), and the market for renter units was sllghtly looser (5.8 vs.

5.2 weeks) .

Applying the vacancy duration measure to the tLASE sites, r^re found

thaE market condition varies greatly by location (central South Bend,

t.he rest of St. Joseph County, and Brorrm County) but only slightly
by type of housing (owner, single-uni.t rental, and multiunit rental).
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If we had used vacancy rate to measure market conditions we would have

reached roughly the same conclusion about the variation of market con-

diti-on by location, but we would have found even greater variation
by type of housi-ng.

St. Joseph County has a loose housing market, with an average

vacancy duration of 12.7 weeks in central South Bend and 8,8 weeks in
the rest of the county. Brovm County has a tight housing market, with
an average vacancy duration of only 4.2 weeks. Those durations bracket

both the national average of. 6,2 weeks and the North CenEral regional
average of 5.6 weeks. The experimental sites are thus good places to
test the effects of market conditlons on the houslng allowance program.

The annual average complete vacancy durati-on is the time from

start to finish of all vacancies durlng a year. The average interrupted
vacancy duration is the time from the start of a vacancy until it is
interrupted by the survey question, "How long has this vacancy existed?"
ttlnterruption biastt alone causes the average lnterrupted duration to
equal one-half the average compleEe duration. That bias is countered,

however, by a 'rdurati.on biasr" the greater likelihood that longer
vacancies will exist on the survey date. In the United StaEes in L975,

duration bias won handsomely, with the result that the average inEer-
rupted vacancy duration was three times the average complete vacancy

duration.
A simple formula shows the combined effect of interruption bias

and duration bias. The ratio of average interrupted vacancy duration
to average complete vacancy durati-on equals (1 + C2)/2, where C is
the coefficient of variation for vacancy durations. If C is zero,

there is pure interruption bias and the ratio equals one-half. Be-

cause tlrere is no upper bound on C, there is no limit on how great

the duration bias can be. Since the observed ratio is three, use of
the formula shows that the coefficient of variation for vacancy dura-
Ei-ons in the United States in 1975 was 2.3.

The standard deviation of vacancy durations is thus 2.3 times

as large as the average vacancy duration. The amount is particularly
striking considering Ehat, since vacancy duration cannot be negaEive,

tirere can be only one long tail on the distribution of vacancy durations
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The large variation in vacancy durations is strong evidence th;rt
housi-ng submarkets exj-st. If all units in the housing, market hird the

same expected vacancy duration, then the distribution of vacancy dura-
tions would be exponential and the coefficient of variation would be

1.0. Only if submarkets exist can expected vacancy duraEions vary
among housing units, and only then can the coefficient of variation
for reali-zed vacancy durations exceed 1,0.

That Lhe coefficient of variation for vacancy durations greatly
exceeds 1.0 also shows that market condition varied greatly across

U.S. submarkets in 1975. The evidence does not define the submarkets

but confirms that they exist and are importanE.

Future research on identifying submarkets can use the average

vacancy duration measure as one test for submarkets. Although dif-
ferent submarkets need noE have different average vacancy durations,
this note shows that different average vacancy durations always imply

the existence of submarkets. Furthermore, the method devised here for
estimating the coefficienE of variation for vacancy durations can be

used to test for the existence of more detailed submarkets within
submarkets already identified. Again, the converse is not necessarlly
true, but if the coefficient of variatlon for vacancy durations ex-

ceeds 1.0 for a housing submarket, then more detailed submarkets exist
to be found.
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Appendix A

ESTII'IATING AVERAGE COMPLETE VACANCY DURATION

The text proved that the average duration of a housing vacancy

equals the ratio of vacancy rate to turnover rate, provided that annual

averages are used and that the annual pattern of turnovers and vacancy

durations is stable. This appendix describes the methods used to esti-
mate the vacancy and turnover rates, discusses the seasonal variation
that makes annual averages necessary, and derives standard errors of

es timate.

VACANCY RATE

This report uses the Bureau of the Census definition of vacancy

rate: Ehe number of unoccupied units that are for sale or rent divided

by the number of units in the housing stock. Only year-round units
are included in that ratio (because the occupancy status of seasonal

housing is difficult to define, let alone measure), and the numerator

does not contain units that are sold or rented but not yet occupied,

units held for occasional use, or vacant units not on the market.

The usual way to estimate a vacancy rate is to survey housing

units and find the proportion that are vacant. That is how the Census

Bureau produced the vacancy rates in Table 2.1, and how we produced

the vacancy rates for owner units in Table 3.1. For the rental units
in Table 3.1, however, we were able to use HASE revenue accounts to
estimate the vacancy rates by the percent of rent lost because of
vacancy. Since the vacancy rate, by definition, only counts vacant

units that are not yet rented, the second method is theoretically
equivalent to the first.

We use Ehe rent-loss method t.o estimate vacancy raEes where

possible because the standard error of the rent-loss method is only
about 40 percent that of the proportion-vacant method. In other
words, the proportion-vacant method requires a sample six times larger
to achieve the same accuracy as the rent-loss method.
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In using rent loss to estimate the vacancy rate, we could not

simply use the average percent of rent lost because of vacancy. That

woul-d give a biased estimate whenever low-rent units had vacancy rates
systematically different from high-rent units. To avoid that bias,
we used weights proportional to the number of uniEs on a property
(instead of proportional to the propertyrs rent), when averaging

Property-specific rent-1oss rates over all properties in the analysis
sample. lJe would like to make the adjustment at the unit level,
but with landlord survey data it can only be done at the properEy

1eve1.

TURNOVER RATE

The turnover rate is the frequency lyi-th r^rhich vacanci-es occur.
If we date vacancies by starting date, then annual turnover equals

the number of Eimes during a year that occupants move out of exi-sting
units plus the number of units newly entering the rental or sales

market. Alternatively, if we date vacancies by ending date, then

annual turnover equals the number of times during a year that occupants

move into a unit plus the number of units removed from the rental or
sales market, The two operational definitions are equivalent if the

turnover process is annually cyc1ical.
I^Je used the second operational definitlon, the frequency with

which vacancies end, in estimating the turnover rates in this analysis.
For Ehe national and regional averages in Table 2.L we summed the

move-in rate (annual number of move-ins per housing unit) and the re-
moval rate (annual number of unlts removed from the housing market

relatlve to the number in the market). For the St. Joseph County and

Brown County averages in Tab1e 3.1, however, we used only the move-in

rate because the HASE baseline studies cover only housi-ng rhat existed
all year.

Mobility histories in the HASE tenant/homeowner surveys provided

the annual counts of move-ins for the experimental sites. !'le "trrlr -"
totaled the move-ins reported by the histories for the baseline year.

*
Previous IIASE analyses of turnover on rental properties esti-

mated the Eurnover rate by annual counts of move-outs reported by
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The Census Bureauts annual housing survey for 1975 reported the

number of households that moved into their housing unit during the

12 months preceding October 1975. However, that count includes only

the last moves made during the year. To obtain toEal move-ins, we

added an estimate of the prior moves made by households during the

same year. It was calculated by multiplying the number of last move-

ins in the nation or region by .08 for owner units and by .39 for
renter units; those factors were obtained from IIASE data.

Table A.1 presents the three components of the estimated national
and regional turnover rates: last move-ins, prior move-i-ns, and re-
movals. Table A.2 shows the data used to estimate the ratio of prior
move-ins to last move-ins.

SEASONAL VARIATION

The Bureau of the Census estimaEes annual vacancy rat.e for its
Housing Vacancies report by averaging the results of four quarterly
estimates. Those results show very 1ittle seasonal variation in vacancy

rates (see Table A.3). Presumably neither the number of households

nor Ehe number of housing units varies seasonally. The lack of seasonal

variation in vacancy rates means that, if necessary, one can use the

results of a vacancy survey in only one season to estimate the annual

average vacancy rate. That was necessary for estimating the vacancy

rates of owner units in St. Joseph and Brown count.ies.

In contrast to the vacancy rate, the turnover rate varies greatly
by season. Using utility company records of address changes for Bror^m

landlords; see Thi.rd Annual Report of the Housing Asststarrce Supply
ExperimerLt, pp. 64-65. Theoretically, the move-ins reported by tenants
should equal the move-outs reported by landlords, for properties that
exist illl year. In practice, however, the landlord counts tend to be
l.ower Ehirn the tenant counts, though not uniformly so. We do not know
Lhe reason for the differences but judge that the tenant survey is more
accuratcr because it is more detailed. The tenant survey obtains a
mobility history, complete with move-in dates and unit characteristics,
while thc landlord survey only obtains the landlord's count of annual
move-outs for all units on his or her property.

We did not need to resort Lo nonseasonality in estimatlng the
annual vacancy rates of rental units because we had data covering
the entire yearrs rent loss due to vacancies.
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Table A.1

ANNUAL TURNOVER OF HOUSING UNITS BY TENURE

AND REGION: UNITED STATES, 7975

Number per 100 tlousing Units

A,tner Units

Region

Northeas t
North Central
South
West
United States

Northeast
I.lorth Central
South
West
United States

Northeast
North Central
South
West
United States

Renter Units

ALL Untts

Annual
Turnover

L8.7
23.0
27 .O
32.4
25.t

6.0
9.5

11. 5
13. r
9.9

52.0
57.2
6L.6

36. s

51. 5

SOURCE: Annual Housing Suruey: L975, Part A, Bureau
of the Census, Series H-150-75A, Tab1es I and 5 in Secs.
A tirrough E.

4Number of households that moved into their units during
the 12 months preceding October L975.

h"Estimated by multiplying last move-ins by .08 for own-
ers and .39 for renters (see Table A.2 for the derivation of
these factors).

cOne-half rhe units removed from the
OcEober 1973 and October L975.

ComponenEs of Annual Turnover

Last
Move-insa b

Pr ior
Move-ins c

Removals
from

InvenEory

2

1

1

4
4

5

8

9

11
8

0.4
o.7
0.7
0.9
0.7

0.4
0.7
L.2
0.8
0.8

36.0
39.5
43.2
35.7

25.2 9.8
14. 0
15. 5
L6.9
13.9

1.5
2.0
'))
1.5
1.9

0.9
1.1
1.6
1.1
L.2

13. 5

17. 0
L9 .6
24.L
18.4

4.3
4.9
5.8
7.2
5.5

inventory between
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Table A.2

ANNUAL MOBILITY OF HOUSEHOLDS BY TENURE: BROWN

couNTy, L973, AND ST. JOSEPH COUNTY, L974

Ratio of
Total

Move-ins
to Mobile

Householdsa

)umer
Brown CounEy
St. Joseph County

Average

Renter
Brown County
St. Joseph CounEy

Average

SOURCE: IIASE baseline surveys of t.enants and homeowners (excludlng
occupants of mobile homes, rooming houses, farmhouses, and federally
subsidized units).

NOTE: Sample sizes are 21833 renters and 900 owners i-n Bronm County,
and 2,133 renters and 641 owners in St. Joseph County.

aRatio of the total number of move-ins during a year to the number of
households making one or more moves durlng the yeari e.g., for Brown
County owners, [(1) (7.L) + (2) (0.5))117.1 + 0.5] = 1.07.

County, we found that turnover rates are twice as high j-n surmner as

they are in winter (see Table A.4).
If we are correct in assuming that Brown Countyrs seasonal varia-

tion in turnover rates al-so occurs nationally, then the evidence that
v:tcan('y rat(: is seasonally constant implies seasonal variation in average

vit(-iln('y dtrrrttion. 'Io acc-ommodate the larger number of sununer turnovers
withorrt inc'rerrsing the'vacirncy rate, average vacancy duration rnust be

itlrorrt lta I l' irs gre.lt in summer as in winter.
'l'lrir t rrrrn()v€rr rtIf e<'ts vacancy duration during a year runs counter

to tltis reportfs conclusion that annual turnover is a demographic char-
acteristic tlrirt is independent of the annual average vacancy duration
caused by rn;rrket r:ondition.

No available evidence suggests, nor does it seem plausible, that
market condition varies seasonally with vacancy duration. The theoret-
ical and empiric.rJ c:onclusions in this report are not affected by

1.07
1. 10
1.08

1. 38
1. 40
1. 39

PercenEage Distribution of Households
by Number of Move-ins per Year

0 1 2 3 4 5+ A11

0.5
0.4
0.5

0.5
0.2
0.3

100. 0

100. 0
100.0

100.0
100. 0
100. 0

92.4
90.4
9L.4

50.0
54.t
52.1

7.t
8.9
8.0

35 .7
31. 6
33.7

11. 1
L7.2
11. 1

0.5
0.4
o.4

0.3
0.2

2.2
2.5
2.3
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Table A.3

VACANCY RATE BY SEASON:

UNITED STATES, L967-76

Vacancy Rate
(%)

Renter
UnitsSeason

First quarter
Second quarter
Third quarter
Fourth quarter

Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
Augus t
September
October
November
December

Total

Percent of
Address Changes

10.
9.

L2.
10.
8.
7.

100.

5. 85
5.92
5.90
5 .56

SOURCE: //ousLng .9,
fourth quarter L976, Bureau of
the Census, Series H-L1L-76-4,
Table 1, p. 1.

Table A.4

PERCENTAGE DI STRIBUTION
OF ADDRESS CHANGES BY
MONTH: BROWN COIJNTY,

WISCONSIN , T97 O_7 3

5

5

6

6
7

10

5

4

4
0
4

1

1

7

3

7

7

7

0

SOURCE: Compiled from
connect-d isconnect records
of the utility company serv-
ing Brown County.

Owner
UniEs

1. 11
1.07
L.t7
1. 15
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seasonal variation in turnover rates and vacancy durations. The proofs

of theoreti-cal relationships assume only Ehat the annual cycles in

turnover rates and vacancy durations are the same each year, and the

empirical comparisons use annual averages.

STANDARD ERRORS OF ESTIMATE

To guard against spurious conclusions (ones that subsequent sam-

ples will fail to replicate), Tables 2.1 and 3,1 report standard errors

of estimate. lJith sample sizes like ours of at least 100 observations,

the estimated value of a parameter will differ from the true value by

less than the standard error 68 times out of 100, and it will differ
by less than 1.96 times the standard error 95 times out of 100.

When vacancy rate is measured by the proportion of units that
are vacant on a given day, the standard error equals (1 - u)ln,
where z-l = vacancy rate and n = sample size (in units). When vacancy

rate is measured by the rent-loss rate, the standard error i, ITT/r,
where s = standard deviation (root mean square devi-ation from the mean)

of the rent-loss rate and z = sample size (in properties).
We estimate the standard error of the annual rurnover rate by

tEn, where f, = annual turnover per unit and n = sample size (in units).
The formula assumes that the variance of annual turnover per unit equals

the average, i.e., that turnovers have a Poisson distribution. Table

A.5 demonstrates the validity of that assumption. Note, however, that

the test is not perfect since it is done on move-ins per household

instead of on turnovers per housing unit: the denominator is house-

holds instead of housing units, and the numerator does not include

removals. Nevertheless, the test adequately defends the lt/n formula

for obEaining approximate standard errors of turnover rates.
Fin:rlly, we estimate the standard errors of average vacancy dura-

tion with the formula for error propagation under division: s(u/t)
= (u/D{ [s(u) /u)2 * ts(r) lt)2, where s(u/t) is the standard error
of tlre ratio of vacancy rate, u, to turnover rate, f,, and s(u) and

s(f,) are the standard errors of the vacancy and turnover rates.
The standard errors for the national and regional vacancy rates

in Iable 2.1 were computed by the Census Bureau and published along
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Table A.5

ACTUAL VS. POISSON DISTRIBUTIONS OF HOUSE}IOLDS BY NUMBER OI.' MoVII-INS
PER YEAR: BROWN COUNTY, L973, AND ST. JOSEPH COUN'I]Y, 1974

Rent e r

Annual Move-ins
per Household

Average number
of move-ins

Variance of
the number
of move-ins

Poisson
Dis t ribut iou
o f llouseho 1ds

0
1

2

3

4

5+

51.
34.
r1.
)

5
1

3

5
4
2

0;\I1 households 100.

SOURCE: Actual distribution from the average of Brown and St. Joseph
counties in Table A.2. Poisson distribution fiom n-m*t7t!, wtrere if = tlre:
number of move-ins per household per year, and n = average of /, (known
from the actual distribution).

.633

.633

t^rith the vacancy rates. The accompanying notes on sample error ex-
plain that the vacancy rates come from the naEional Current Population
Survey sample of.57,000 housing units vislted monEhly, and that the

standard errors measure the effects of response and enumeration errors
as well as sampling variability.

The standard errors for the national and regional turnover rates
in Table 2.I are computed using *" /tln formula, with sample sizes by

region and tenure estimated as 1 unit out of every L,366 in the popu-
**lation. The national sample is slightly larger than that used for

Ehe Current Population Survey.

*
Housing Vacancies, annual statistics 1975, Bureau of the Census,

Series H-111-75-5, pp. 8 and 10.
**-"-The rule of thumb for sample sizes i-s given in Annual Housinll

Suruey: L975, Part A, Bureau of the Census, Seri-es H-150-75A, pp.
App-43, 44.

Owner

Actual
Dis t ribut ion
of Households

Poisson
Dis t ribution
of Households

Act ua1
Dis t rib ut i on
of Households

100 0

8
91. 4

0
4
2

100.0

2

4

4

91
8

52.1
33.7
11. I
2.3

c.)
.3

100 .0

.o92

.105

.o92

092

.633

.703
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The standard errors for the vacancy and turnover rates in Brown

and St. Joseph counties are estimated using the sample si.zes given

in Tables 4.6 and A.7. The sample for owner vacancy rates is larger
than that for owner turnover rates because all attempted interviews
obtained occupancy status, whereas only completed intervlews obtained

turnover data. The sample of properties for computing renter vacancy

rates by the rent-loss method ls sometimes larger than the sample of

units for renter turnover rates (because some landlords completed

interviews when tenants did not), and sometimes smaller (either be-

cause tenants completed interviews when landlords did not or because

multiunit properties have more than one tenant).

Table A.6

SIZE OF SAI'IPLES USED TO ESTI},IATE VACA}JCY A}TD TURNOVER
RATES FOR OWNER I.]NITS: ST. JOSEPH COUNTY,

t974, AND BROWN COUNTY, L973

Location

Central South Bend
Rest of St. Joseph County
Brorrm County

To tal

Sample for
Turnover Rate

Es timatesb
(units )

164
477
900

L,54L

SOURCE: HASE baseline surveys of homeowners.
ooo^u, units ln the baseline sample, whether or not

an inEerview was obtained (occupancy status hras deter-
mined during the interview attempt, not in the inter-
view).

'Owrler units for which the occupantrs mobility
h.istory was olrtained in an interview.

Sample for
Vacancy Rate

Es E lmatesa
(units )

328
814

L,24L
2,383
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Table A.7

SIZE OF SAMPLES USED TO ESTII,IATE VACAI{CY AND TURNOVEIi.

RATES FOR RENTER I]NITS: ST. JOSEPH COI.]NTY,
7974, AND BROWN COUNTY , 1973

Sample
Turnover
Estimat
(units)

Rate

""b

for

Location and
Property Type

Central South Bend
Single-unit property
Multiunit property

Rest of St. Joseph County
Single-unit property
Multiunit property

Broum Cotmty
Single-unit property
Multiunlt. property

Total

306
463

355
1,009

725
2,L08

4,966

SOURCE: HASE baseline surveys of landlords and
tenants.

aRental properties for which complete rent infor-
mation was obtained in a landlord survey.

h"Renter units for which a complete mobility history
was obtained in a tenant survey.

Sample for
Vacancy Rate

Es E imates4
(p rope rties )

4L3
408

448
253

642
938

3,L02
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Appendix B

ESTIMATING AVERAGE INTERRUPTED VACANCY DURATION

Interrupted vacancy duration is the ti-me from the start of a

vacancy to its ttinterruptiontt by a vacancy survey. The Census Bur-

eau obEains the frequency distribution of i-nterrupted vacancy dura-

tions using five closed i-ntervals and one open interval (see Table

B.1). To estimate the overall average interrupted vacancy dur-
ation, we assumed that t.he duratiots uithLn each interual are dis-
tributed exponentially, so that the average duration in an interval
is equal to:

b

tte -xi

EGla<i<b)
,L:A!

Xe -l,i

where EGla < i < b) = expected value of interrupted durations i-n an

interval,
i = interrupted vacancy duration,
a = starti-ng month of the interval ,

b = ending month of the interval, and

). = probability that a vacancy will end during a

month.

We estimate the probability Ehat a vacancy will end during a

month by the inverse of the average vacancy duration. The national
average vacancy duration is 6.2 weeks, or 1.43 months. Its inverse,
to be used as I in the equation above, ls 0.7.

The resulting estimated averages by interval are given in the last
t.wcr columns of Table B.1. Using them, \de computed the overall average

for the erntirc range of interrupted vacancy durations.

b

I
L:A
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Table B.1

AVERAGE INTERRUPTED VACANCY DURATION:
UNITED STATES, 7975

Interrupted
Vacancy
Dura tion

Less than I month
7 to 2 months
2 to 4 monEhs
4 to 6 months
6 to 12 months
12 montlls or more

Entire range

Average lnterrupted
Vacancy Duration

Weeks

Ouner Units

t.9
6.2

12.0
20 .7
31. 8
58.2
27 .4

Renten Units

Less than 1 month
I to 2 months
2 to 4 mont.hs
4 to 6 months
6 to 12 months
12 months or more

Entire range

SOURCE: Houstrq Vacanc'Les, first through fourth
quarters, L975, Bureau of the Census, Series H-111-
75-1 through 4.

NOTE: The distribuEion of vacant units is the
average of those reported for each of Ehe four
quarters. The overall average duration is Ehe sum
of the detailed range averages weighted by the
distribution of vacant units. See accompanying text
for the method of estimating the detailed range
averages.

Because the text showed that the average interrupted vacancy

duration is considerably larger than the average complete vacancy

duration, we know that Ehe assumption of a negative exPonential dis-

tribution is not correct. However, because we use the assumption

only within each interval, the errors caused by the assumption are

acceptable. In other words, if we knew the correct interval averages

1.9
6.2

12.o
20 .7
31.8
58.2
16. 3

Percentage
Dis t riburion

of
Vacant Units Months

13
11
L7
13
19
27

100

0.44
1.44
2.77
4.77
7 .34

13.43
6. 33

34
16
L7
10
11
L2

100

o .44
L.44
2.77
4.77
7 .34

13. 43
3.7 s
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t() use ln 'I,;rble B.l, they would not dlffer much from those obtained

by trs i ng, t ltt. t'xponcn t i;r I ;rpproxima t iotr .

'l'ablt' ll .2 sltows tltt' results 9[ :rpplytrrg tlrt. ntr:tltod Irr 'l'lttllt' ll .l
Eo qu:rrtcr: ly dlstr ibuL Ions of interrupted vacirnc:y dur:at1ttn. 'flre c:ou-

clusion is chat average lnEerrupted vacancy duration does not vary

seasonally. That conErast.s with the conclusion in Appendix A that
the average complete vacancy duration does vary seasonally.

Table B.2

AVERAGE INTERRI.]PTED VACAI{CY DURATION
BY SEASON: IJNITED STATES , L975

Average Interrupted
Vacancy Duration

(weeks)

Season
Renter
Unlts

First quarter
Second quarter
Third quarter
Fourth quarter

Entire year

SOURCE: E ng VaeanaLes, first
through fourth quarters, 1975, Bureau
of the Census, Series H-111-75-1
through 4.

NOTE: Season averages were esti--
mated from Census data using the
method in Table B.1.

Table B.3 gives the Census Bureau estimates of the standard errors
for the percentages in Table B.1. Because those percentages are un-

certai.n, the vacancy durations in Table B.1 are also uncertain. To

calculate the standard error of the average interrupted vacancy dura-
ti-on, we used the formula L(iUsul 100)2, where iO = average inter-
rupted vacancy duration for interval k and sr. = standard error of

TC

per:cenf of vacant units in interval k. See the middle column of Table

4.I for the resu.ltant standard errors.

16.0
16 .4
L6.6
16. 1

16. 3

Owner
Units

26 .8
28.3
26.9
28. 8
27 .4
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Table B.3

STANDARD ERRORS OF ESTIMATED PERCENTAGES

OF VACANT I.INITS BY INTERRUPTED
VACANCY DURATION

Interrupted
Vacancy Duration

Standard Error of Est.imated
Percent of Vacant Units

Renter

Less than I monEh
I to 2 months
2 to 4 months
4 to 6 months
6 to 12 months
12 months or more

SOURCE : Housing Vacancies, arlnual staElstics
L975, Bureau of rhe Census, Seri-es H-111-75-5 'Table C, p. 11.

For the ratio of interrupted to complete durations given ln the

Iast column of Table 4.1, R = E(i)/E(t), the standard error was com-

puted using the rule for error propagation under dlvision: the

square of the relative error equals the sum of the squared relati-ve
errors of the numerator and denominator.

The standard error of the coefficient of variation, C, given

in Table 4.2 equaLs the st.andard error of the ratio in Table 4.1

divided by the coefficient of variaLion. To see why that is so, we

f irst i-nvert Eq. (5) to yield C 2R - 1. As fr has a standard error,
r, the formula becomes C = (fr t r) - 7, which equals (2R - 1) ! 2r,.

Fina1ly, using Ehe rule EhaE taking the square root halves the rela-
tive error, we conclude that C = 2R

7

6
6
5
5

5

-1xr,/ 2R - 1.

As reported ln Table 4.2, the resulting standard error of esti-
mate is only .05, which is very small compared wlth the 2.3 coefficient
of variaEion of vacancy duraEions. However, the .05 figure includes
only error due to sampling variability, not to measurement error.

At least three sources of measurement error affect our estimate

of the coefficient of variation: (1) error in the estimate of prior
moves used in calculating turnover rate (see Table A.2), (2) error in

Owner

.8

.7

.8

.8

.9
1.0
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the j-nt.erval averages for the discribution of inEerrupted vacancy

duration (see Table B.1), and (3) error in the interrupted vacancy

durations reported Eo the Bureau of the Census. The third error occurs

because a vacant unit, by definition, has no occupanE to interview.
The Bureau must ask an "informed respondenE" how long the unit has been

vacant, and the answer may not have the accuracy that could have been

obtained from an occupant. If such errors could be quantified, the

revised standard error would surely be considerably larger than .05.

Nevertheless, we judge it very unlikely that measurement errors are

large enough to threaten the conclusion that the coefficient of varia-
tion for vacancy durati.ons is greater than 1.0.
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Appendix C

RELATION BETWEEN THE VACANCY-ENDING RATE AND

THE VARIABILITY OF VACANCY DURATIONS

The vacancy-ending rate is the fracti-on of vacancies that end per

unit of time, as dwellings are rented, sold, or removed from rhe
*

housing market. If Ehe vacancy-ending rate of the surviving vacan-

cies in a cohort has a consisEent trend, a useful statement can be made

about the variation of vacancy durations.

THEOREM: VARIATION OF VACANCY DURATIONS

If the vacancy-ending rate decreases (is constant., lncreases) over

time from the start of the vacancy, then the coefficient of variation
for vacancy duraElons is greater than (equa1 to, less than) 1.0.

REMARKS

The t.heorem is true regardless of the reason for the increase

or decrease in vacancy-endlng rate. Increases can be caused only by

a change in the vacancy-ending rate for speclfic units in a cohort of
vacancies. Decreases, however, can be caused either by a change in
t,he vacancy-ending rate for speclfic units or by a sorting of non-

uniform constanE rates as the cohort of vacanci-es ages. If all vacan-

cies do not have ldentical rates, vacancies with low ending rates will
become an i-ncreaslng proportion of the surviving vacancies, so the

vacancy-ending rate for the cohort will decrease.

The text observes that the coefficient of variation for vacancy

durations is greater than 1.0, argues Ehat vacancy-ending rates might

lncrease but cannot decrease for specific unltsrno "rrd therefore

*
This appendix ls a limited adaptation of the discussion of fail-

ure rates for materials, struct.ures, and devices ln Richard E. Barlow
and Frank Proschan, Mathanatical Theory of Reliability, John Wiley &

Sons, New York, 1965, pp. 22-33.
**""Although landlords or ohrners, discouraged by a unltrs long vac-

ancy, might lower iEs rent or purchase price and thereby increase its
vacancy-endlng rate, Ehey would not act to deerease the rate.
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concludes that the sorting of nonuniform vacancy-ending rates must be

causing the observed varlatlon ln vacancy durations. Flnally, the

texr argues that the nonunlformity of vacancy-endlng rates implles

that submarkeLs exist. The t.heorem proved ln thls appendix ls thus

used twice in the textrs argument--first to show Ehat vacancy-ending

rates that increase for specific units could not cause the observed

variation ln vacancy durations, and second to show that nonuniform

constant vacancy-ending raEes eould cause the observed variation in
vacancy durarions.

The proof of the theorem uses exponentlally dlstributed vacancy

durations as a benchmark case; the case has a constant vacancy-endlng

rate and a coefficient of variation equal to 1.0. Then the proof uses

three lenmas to show that cases on either side of the benchmark estab-
lish the theorem.

NOTATION

0 = duration of a vacancy,

f(t) = the density functldn, giving Ehe fraction of vacancies

that have duration r,
,9(c) = C=* f<Dd.t = the survivor functlon, giving the fractlon

of vacancies that last as long as or longer Ehan r,
r(x) = f(s)/S(r) = the vacancy-ending rate, givlng the rate at

which surviving vacancies end, as a fuirction of survlval
time c,

g (*r) I1:o *nf (r)dt = rth moment of
duration; for exampLe, E(r) is
is the variance about the mean, and

E@21 - tE(c) l /E(r) = the coefficient of variation for
vacancy durations, Ehe ratio of the standard deviation to
the mean.

THE EXPONENTIAL BENCHMARK

If the density function is exponential, f(r) = X erp(-lc), then

the survivor function i-s also exponential, S(r) = efip(-lc), the mean

is E(r) = 1/\,, the second moment is g(xZ) = 2/\2, the coef f iclent of

the distribution of vacancy

rhe mean and. E(t2) - tT(x)l Z

L_
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variat,ion is 1.0, and the vacancy-ending rate is a constant, n(t) = l.
That proves the constant vacancy-endlng rate part of the theorem and,

it turns out, establishes a benchmark with r^rhich t,o prove the rest,

LEMl,lA 1: SHAPE OF THE SURVIVOR FIINCTION

If and only if the vacancy-ending rate decreases (is constant,

i-ncreases), then the survivor function is 1og convex (1og linearr log

concave) .

- * tr*t
o,rProof. n(n) : dn Log S(r)f (a)

S(c) S(x)
d

fu o<*'t 1, o iff
.2

o*?,'"n 
s(t) i o

LEMMA 2: DEFINITION OF MOMENTS USING THE SURVIVOR FUNCTION

E(*?7 =v [ *"-' s(e)dn
J

^-n&-v

Proof

where

IntegraEe by parts.

6

I o<an> = o4

@

0
i

t=0
)(ds h t

t=0

r.g=fi

h=L-^9(c)

. t,-Ld4=?fi

dh = f(c)

o

&=0
r

x=0

@

E(aP'1 = I *rords = {tt - s(r)t o*n'111 - s(r))dn

6

0
I

&=0

0

S(s)dn ,= -*ns(*) +? r,-L
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which establishes the lenura because S(r) = 0 beyond some finlte r (no

vacancy lasts forever).

LEM}4A 3: COMPARISON OF THE SURVIVOR FUNCTION WITH
THE EXPONENTIAL FUNCT ION I{AVING THE SAME }MAN

If the vacancy-ending rate decreases (increases), then the sur-
vivor functlon wit,h mean l/l crosses efip(-trr) once ffom below (above).

Proof. S(r) arrd enpl-Ir) both starE at 1.0 when * = 0. The curves

cannot cross more than once, and if they do cross must do so from the

stated direction because of the shape known from lenuna 1. The curves

must cross at least once because we specl-fy equal means, and lemrna 2

shows that the areas under the two curves in the positive quadrant

are equal.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM

hle have already establlshed the constant vacancy-ending rat.e part
of the theorem. To prove the rest we use lemmas 2 and 3.

If the vacancy-ending rate decreases (increases), then where S(c)

has mean 1l), arrd c* is the unlque polnt (see lenuna 3) at which S(c)

crosses erp(-Xr), the result is

[n - r*) [S(r) - erpl-Ic) )dn 
>. 

O ,

because when r - r* is negative then S(c) - erp(-l,r) is negative (posi-
tive), and when r - r* i-s positive then S(r) - eup(-Ir) is positi-ve
(negative)--making the i-nEegrand always positive (negative). The

implication is that

2

Z I
&:0

I
f:0

rls (u) - erp(-Ir) ld,x I o ,
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because lemma 2 shows that the equality of the means causes the term

with r* to be zero.

Finally, again using lemma 2, and recognizing that for Ehe expo-

nential disEribut ion g(x?) = ZlE(s)f2, ," find that

@@

e@2) _o
-d [ * rdtat I z [ * n*oG\r)dr : 2lE(r))2 t

r=0 &=0

which proves the theoremrs impllcation that

t (a2)
o

/f

IE(&) )
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